TOWN OF MOUNT PLEASANT, SOUTH CAROLINA
SPECIAL PLANNING COMMISSION
FEBRUARY 20, 2019
MINUTES

Present:
Absent:
Staff:

Joseph Wren, Chair, Roy Neal, Rodly Millet, Kathy Smith, George Gates,
Tripp Cuttino, DeAudre Gregg.
John McNeill, Peter Lehman.
Jeff Ulma, Lee Cave, David Pagliarini, Kent Prause, Michele Canon,

Mr. Wren called the meeting to order at 4:30 pm.
1. Approval of Agenda
Mr. Millet moved for approval of the agenda. Mr. Neal seconded the motion.
All in favor.
2. Public Comment
There being no comments, Mr. Wren continued with the agenda.
3. Legal Review of Planning Commission Procedures
Mr. Pagliarini reviewed the procedures for conducting a meeting and Roberts
Rules of Order with the Commission.
Mr. Wren asked if an amendment to a motion is substantially different, would it be
better to amend the motion or withdraw the motion. Mr. Pagliarini answered that
if the amendment is significant and would change the substance of the main
motion, it is better to withdraw the motion and start with a new one.
Mr. Lehman asked if asking an applicant agrees to a condition that is not required
in the code could this put the Town in jeopardy if included in the motion. Mr.
Pagliarini answered that it would not put the Town in jeopardy but could put the
Town in a bad position.
Mr. Wren asked if deed restrictions or agreements between the applicant and a
neighborhood should be considered by the Commission. Mr. Pagliarini answered
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that deed restrictions are not under the purview of the Commission and should not
be a consideration for an application.
Mr. Neal suggested that the information included with the application should be
considered. Mr. Pagliarini agreed that the information included with the
application is important and a request should fully reviewed, while respecting the
public, applicant, and Commission’s time. He stated that information not relevant
to approval of a request should not be required or considered. He gave the
example of requiring site design and specific use of property when considering a
zoning request and stated that the purview of the Commission is whether or not
the requested zoning is appropriate for that property and area.
Mr. Gates asked if the applications are considered legal documents and should be
appropriately signed. Mr. Pagliarini answered that any questions or concern
regarding an application should be brought to staff’s attention prior to the meeting.
He stated that staff does review the applications, but staff does not research
corporate history or title searches as it is too onerous on staff and too cost
prohibitive for the Town . He suggested that these concerns should not litigated
during the meeting. He stated that often it is not known until the time of the
meeting that there are covenants and restrictions and the request should not go
forward. He stated that the burden is upon the applicant to ensure that the
application submitted is valid and if there is a question, the applicant would be
asked to provide evidence that the application is valid and then reviewed by legal
staff.
Ms. Gregg asked what covenants and restrictions would be entertained. Mr.
Pagliarini answered that if there are restrictions that would prevent the request,
the application would be considered invalid and the request would not move
forward.
Mr. Gates asked about voting procedures and if the Commission is complying with
the intent of Roberts Rules of Order, particularly with abstention procedures. Mr.
Pagliarini answered that a voice vote is appropriate and that a vote from each
member is desired. He stated that staff is trying to be more cognizant of this issue
and bring it to the chairman’s attention when there is a question on a particular
vote.
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Mr. Neal stated that the Commission can request a roll call vote if desired. Mr.
Pagliarini agreed and stated that any question should be brought to the chair’s
attention.
There being no further business, the meeting adjourned at 5:03 pm.

Submitted by,
L. Lynes
SpPlanComsn02202019

